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	Snyk Code (SAST)Secure your code as it's written


	Snyk Open Source (SCA)Avoid vulnerable dependencies


	Snyk ContainerKeep your base images secure


	Snyk Infrastructure as CodeFix misconfigurations in the cloud


	Snyk AppRisk (ASPM)Reduce risk across your business




Solutions
	Application securityBuild secure, stay secure


	Software supply chain securityMitigate supply chain risk
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Log in
Sign up
Book a live demo
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Snyk announces new partnership with Gemini Code Assist
Cover your apps
Prioritize and remediate risk exposure with Snyk AppRisk.

Book a live demoLearn about Snyk AppRisk







Millions of developers build securely with Snyk
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What is Snyk
Find and fix vulnerabilities in 5 minutes



Integrate easily
Snyk comes to you, weaving security expertise into your existing IDEs, repos, and workflows.



Scan continuously
Snyk monitors for vulns while you develop, using industry-leading security intelligence.



Fix with a click
Snyk provides actionable fix advice in your tools. With auto PRs, you can merge and move on.



Snyk Code
Secure your code as it's written


Snyk Open Source
Avoid vulnerable dependencies


Snyk Container
Keep your base images secure


Snyk IaC
Fix misconfigurations in the cloud


Snyk AppRisk
Reduce risk across your business
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Secure your entire development lifecycle
Snyk supports your favorite languages and seamlessly integrates with your tools, pipelines, and workflows.

Explore all integrations and languages
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Unmatched accuracy with hybrid AI
DeepCode AI combines symbolic and generative AI, several ML methods, and Snyk security expertise to ensure accuracy without hallucinations.

Learn about DeepCode AI
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Risk-based security across your enterprise
Reduce application risk at scale, with complete application discovery, tailored security controls, and risk-based prioritization.

Learn about Snyk AppRisk





Reduce risk, boost productivity
More than 85% of developers recommend Snyk thanks to its ease of use and the considerable amount of time it saves them during development.

Book a live demo
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Case Study
Citrix
Learn how Citrix reduced risk by 50% with Snyk.
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Case Study
Australia Post
Learn how Australia Post decreased average time to fix by 59%.
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Case Study
Telenor
Learn how Telenor fixed 10x more critical vulnerabilities with Snyk.




Start securing AI-generated code
Create your free Snyk account to start securing AI-generated code in minutes. Or book an expert demo to see how Snyk can fit your developer security use cases.
No credit card required.

Start free with GithubStart free with Google
Or Sign up with

SSOBitbucketAzure ADDocker ID


By logging in or signing up, you agree to abide by our policies, including our Terms of Service and Privacy Policy
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Snyk is a developer security platform. Integrating directly into development tools, workflows, and automation pipelines, Snyk makes it easy for teams to find, prioritize, and fix security vulnerabilities in code, dependencies, containers, and infrastructure as code. Supported by industry-leading application and security intelligence, Snyk puts security expertise in any developer’s toolkit.

Start freeBook a live demo
Product
What is Snyk?Snyk Code (SAST)Snyk Open Source (SCA)Snyk ContainerSnyk Infrastructure as CodeSnyk AppRisk (ASPM)Developer Security PlatformApplication securitySoftware supply chain securitySecure AI-generated code DeepCode AIPricingDeployment optionsIntegrationsIDE pluginsGit SecurityCI/CD pipelines securitySnyk CLISnyk LearnSnyk for JavaScript

Resources
DocumentationSnyk API DocsAPI statusDisclosed vulnerabilitiesSupport portal & FAQ’sBlogSecurity fundamentalsResources for security leadersResources for ethical hackersVulnerability DatabaseSnyk OSS AdvisorSnyk Top 10VideosCustomer resources

Company
AboutCustomersCareersEventsSnyk for governmentPress kitSecurity & trustLegal termsPrivacyFor California residents: Do not sell my personal informationWebsite Terms of Use

Connect
Book a live demoContact usSupportReport a new vuln

Security
Application SecurityContainer SecuritySupply Chain SecurityJavaScript SecurityOpen Source SecurityAWS SecuritySecure SDLCSecurity postureSecure codingEthical HackingAI in cybersecurityCode CheckerPythonEnterprise CybersecurityJavaScriptSnyk With GitHubSnyk vs VeracodeSnyk vs Checkmarx
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